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Welcome - GY welcomed everyone to the meeting, emphasising that this meeting was important to 

keep you informed about changes in delivering policing – we are delivering robust & targeted policing 

with changes so officers deploy and work from anywhere.  GY highlighted that it is important to 

change perceptions; the key message is that we are moving away from deploying from stations, to a 

vibrant, locally focussed model. 

Placing this in context: 

National – new Home Secretary and new policing (and fire) minister, ACPO renamed NPCC (43 

constabularies across country) led by CC Sara Thornton working closely with APCC and Home Office; 

large volume of change but need to protect front line. 

Policing Vision 2025 published last week described five areas – three of which are operational: 

1 - Local policing, led by CC of Leicester   

2- Specialist capability (all policing which isn’t local - that is firearms, surveillance, CT, regional 

organised crime)  



3 – Digital (cyber crime, digital evidence provided by public, investigations eg fraud, POLIT 

paedophile online investigation team). 

GY leads nationally on this, working on sharing evidence with CPS, video enabled justice etc; on 

Tuesday this week the first officer gave evidence to court from a police station in Sussex, which 

means officers can be operational for longer. 

GY described examples of investigation and benefits of new digital operations and benefits of being 

able to react fast, and highlighting that protecting young people today is protecting them in their 

homes on their computers – but we still have police officers engaging with schools, connection with 

PCC youth commission. 

The second part of the Policing Vision 2025 is about what needs to be in place to enable the above: 

4 – Workforce (recruitment, professionalism.  DM asks about churn – GY says about 3% of police 

officers, 30 year pension plan now gone, officers leaving after 5/10 years, very few promotions, 

moving laterally has also been difficult as no new recruits so officers can’t access niche jobs, leading 

to frustration.  However, we must celebrate those who leave – we have really good people but also 

the opportunity to bring in more good people, and to bring in people who are different).  

5 - Enabling (specifically IT and funding) 

We are working with TVP, Hants and Surrey with regard to updating IT systems.  From Jan 2017, 

mobile systems mean that officers can start and continue working wherever they are - in car for 

example, they don’t have to be in a station to start work but need to be attached to station for 

employment purposes. 

Funding is the last part.  The Funding Formula Review is under review by the Home Secretary; 

£8.3bn pot for policing – despite headlines about police funding being protected, the reality is that we 

need to save £65m by end of 2019 (out of £300m) and we have a plan to save £42m at that stage.   

Force area - Sussex has one of lowest precepts in the country (Surrey residents pay approx. £70 

more per year for policing than Sussex and can increase this by 2%, but we can only increase by £5 

each year).  GY emphasises that we should not raise the precept in order to meet savings, only to 

deliver more policing, and identified four areas where he would like to deliver more: 

1- Neighbourhood policing – currently enough for need, but not for want, need to be robust and 

targeted  

2- Response to major attack - we are not terrorism free, need 50% uplift in first responder 

firearms officers, new challenge 

3- Digital - respond better when public needs us to  

4- Protecting the most vulnerable – for example child exploitation, public protection, still more 

that we could do  

TL asks about articles in the press recently about sharing firearms with MOD, civil nuclear etc.  GY 

replies at the moment we share some response and functions with BTP for example but it doesn’t 

work very well as Sussex Police are often first to respond, provide cover and back up from local 

resources. 

RJ asks whether when we assist BTP and others can we charge them – GY replies that we don’t 

when we are response, but some services are charged for such keeping someone in cells.  This is 

called mutual aid, Sussex is net giver. 

TO asks about dog teams also becoming firearms.  A strategic risk assessment looking at “double 

hatting” replies GY; in order to meet demand we need this number of firearms officers, but day to day 

we don’t need them all, all the time, so in the absence of a major incident those officers can be doing 

something else.   



MC congratulates the GY on his response to the national picture but asks about identifying and 

resolving of crime.  GY says recording crime is technical and we must react accordingly – if it is 

recorded wrong, you won’t get the right response, and the public must be able to trust what we are 

doing; HMIC came to inspect crime recording and we are 95% accurate (increased from 82%).  NK 

gave example of reduction in burglary in Brighton by 30% in last few years but solving rates don’t 

seem correspondingly high; he described how identified offenders have robust conditions in place 

which are enforced – stop offending or go back to prison – and this has made a massive difference to 

burglary, and staff morale.  MC says there is a problem with public perception though when they feel 

budget cuts. 

GY says the most important aspect of local policing is not solving crime but preventing crime, not 

becoming a victim of crime; PCSO and PC are flexible as not all areas need a police presence all the 

time.   

Second layer of local policing is about being there in an emergency – GY is not taking a single 

response PC out, response is important.   

Third part of local policing is that when something needs investigating we can do that with some 

specialist investigators and some more generic (eg shoplifting) and we have the capability to do this. 

KB says that the police force explains about new policing model to local authorities, so she is 

disappointed that parish clerks are saying there is no local policing presence – this is simply not true.  

KB pleas to educate clerks and fellow councillors and stop misinformation, which demonstrates a lack 

of understanding of the policing programme. 

KS describes Op Blitz which had only one call in Wealden; people have perception that police aren’t 

there.  GY says response isn’t always transparent, Wealden is huge and asks what is the offer for 

rural policing, for example road safety - GY says police engaging with fire service and “nudge” 

behaviour; static speed cameras have 65% compliance, but with average speed camera 95% 

compliance.  Although the cost of an average speed camera is £100,000 but possibilities that force 

would only be charged when it is turned on eg at key times.  

TO says that since the PCSO does not come to parish council meetings, feeling that police are 

remote.  GY responds that there are digital opportunities for for parish clerks to link with police, so 

they feel they are in contact, and asks how many parish councils are there – delegates respond 250.  

GY says we can create 250 email addresses for example broadbridgeheath@sussex.pnn.police.uk  

for parish clerks to log and have actioned issues.  However, any emails other than from the clerk will 

go to bin, we will only respond to formal messages from the Clerk.  TO says sounds very reasonable 

he is happy to have policing item on every agenda 4 times year – quarterly update, and asks whether 

we could send a senior officer.  GY says that makes sense, and commits to senior officer attending 

main boards. 

RJ describes they used to have PCSO or officer to every meeting, but now they are invited when we 

have specific need – although this has only been once in over a year, it is indicative of how we should 

be working with the police.  

MW says public don’t come to such meetings but hold “old fashioned” values, like to see police 

officers on the street and it’s hard to change; KB asks that they remove standing item of PCSO 

attending and invite them to attend only when necessary.  

TG asks about crime prevention – apparent that regular, small crime (eg garden sheds being broken 

into) must take up lots of time & paperwork; crime prevention important Neighbourhood Watch, 

engaging youth group, idea is community police themselves. GY says he will support the model and 

fantastic that someone in the community leads it.  

Community involvement discussed, example given of “Grandad’s front room” (Danny Dawes) – GY 

says if MW writes a letter Chief will try and get that recognised.  KB scheme to have eyes and ears of 

horse riders in hi vis, GY says public need to be doing it themselves – awareness and “taking streets 

back” brilliant that people volunteer. 

mailto:broadbridgeheath@sussex.pnn.police.uk


TO says about getting right message out, most parishes have newsletter / magazine, would the police 

design a feature every quarter and send to parish to publish?  GY says some of comms is print, some 

is social media, lots of info on Sussex Police website with no copyright, so parishes can take stories 

from website.  KB says this could be done through her office. 

GY is aware of the complaint that officers move too often, for example NK is not currently in Brighton, 

and we have just had C/Supt promotions – we can move staff, but every move is an opportunity.  TO 

asks how they get to know about these.  GY says there is a community messaging system in place, 

TL offers to disseminate it, and GY says we will supply him with the information. 

Close from GY, grateful to each of you for being here, he is keen to talk to you and to listen to your 

concerns.   

TL says some of issues raised by clerks will have written answers. 

RJ asks if a senior officer could get to Battle on Wednesday about decriminalising parking and GY 

agrees.  

 

 

 


